FourLikes™ Seating System


The FourLikes adapts to any need, whether that be for collaborative work zones, social dining areas, or private alcoves for focus.

Create a retreat where users can escape or engage by utilizing the highly versatile FourLikes Seating System.
Divide and Conquer

With the increased adoption of the open floor plan comes the demand to break down expansive rooms into areas that meet different user needs.

The FourLikes provides spacial division in any size room and can transform underutilized spaces.
Endless Options

Build out a social lounge area featuring the architectural bench seating. Pair Scooter Chairs with tables for a fun and flexible dining space. Create a haven for privacy and quiet by incorporating the meeting booth with canopy.

However you arrange it, the FourLikes will become a sought-after seat in any environment.
Designed for Beauty. Built for Function.

The architectural elements of the FourLikes bring a level of refinement not often seen in modular collections. Create an entirely custom look to match any brand’s persona by incorporating various colors and patterns into the upholstered components.

Handcrafted in the USA, the FourLikes is as durable as it is beautiful, making it appropriate for any commercial environment.

Relax and Recharge

High quality foam and soft edges make the FourLikes the perfect place to take a break and regroup.

Add an optional power unit to any bench to make sure the momentum keeps going, no matter the battery level.
8 Pieces. Endless Possibilities.

Mix and match the components of FourLikes into whatever configuration works in your space and complete the arrangement with other items from the Hightower portfolio. Whatever you need, we’ve got you covered.

MODELS:

- Straight Low Back Sofa
- Straight High Back Sofa
- Scooter Chair
- Meeting Booth with Integrated Table
- Right Corner Sofa
- Left Corner Sofa
- Right Slope Back Sofa
- Left Slope Back Sofa

PLAYS WELL WITH...

- FourCast®2 Wood Chair
- Four® Resting Table
- Kona Laptop Table
- Caravaggio Pendant

Sustainable products